Companion development of ultrafast electron beam diagnostics capable of noninvasively resolving single bunch detail is essential for the development of high energy, high brightness accelerator facilities and associated beam-based light source applications. Existing conventional accelerators can exhibit timing-jitter down to the 100 femtosecond level which exceeds their single bunch duration capability. At the other extreme, in relatively jitterless environments, laser-plasma wakefield accelerators (LWFA) can generate single electron bunches of duration estimated to be of order 10 femtoseconds making this setting a valuable testbed for development of broadband electron bunch diagnostics. Characteristics of electro-optic schemes and laser-induced reflectance are discussed with emphasis on temporal resolution.
Introduction
Noninvasive, single electron bunch diagnostics that can operate at accelerator repetition rates and are capable of ultrashort temporal resolution are essential for current accelerator and associated light source developments with dense bunches. A good example is the SPPS Facility at SLAC (a predecessor to LCLS) where electron bunches of duration near 80 femtoseconds are generated with approximately 200 femtosecond timing-jitter relative to an external, synchronized laser probe 1 . Similar requirements exist for the XFEL facility at DESY and its TESLA predecessor. Diagnostic requirements are even more demanding for novel all-optical laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) sources where probe timing-jitter is essentially zero and estimated bunch lengths can be of order 10 femtoseconds 2, 3, 4 .
This report briefly describes known techniques that use synchronized laser probe pulses for diagnosing timing-jitter and individual bunch detail. It also assesses their temporal resolution capabilities. This includes various electro-optic techniques and laser-induced reflectance. Methods employed to measure timing-jitter require an external probe that is synchronized to the accelerator facility (typically to the RF phase). It is critical to evaluate the key features of candidate techniques, to determine optimum parameter values, and to compare with methods that do not require such synchronized probes. Development and control of future electron accelerator and light sources can be limited by the availability of appropriate diagnostics. A new generation of ultrafast electron bunch diagnostics is much needed. 
Pockels and Kerr Effects:
Electro-optical and nonlinear optical effects can be described by expanding the impermeabilty tensor, ij η with respect to the applied field, E as follows 5 :
for which we define:
The Pockels effect (linear electro-optic effect) is represented by the all terms that are linear in the field components, k E . The Pockels tensor, ijk r contains coefficients for the linear terms. A linear dependence of the impermeability corresponds also to a linear dependence for the refractive index, n . A so-called Pockels medium therefore is not centro-symmetric and cannot be structurally amorphous.
The Kerr effect (quadratic electro-optic effect) is represented by all terms that are quadratic and depend on the field component product, 
Electro-optic Signal
Using a ZnTe crystal, for example and with collinear propagation of the electron bunch and laser probe, as shown in figure 1 , the Pockels-induced dynamic retardation encoded onto an optical probe due to the Pockels effect is defined to be 5 : Similarly, a Kerr-induced dynamic phase retardation and a Kerr field for a retardation of π radians, k E π can be defined. The Pockels transmitted intensity signal is defined here to be: probes. One factor determining the limit to lower wavelength is the onset of absorption in the EO crystal. Two-photon absorption (TPA) can render visible probes unfeasible for bandgaps near 2eV (such as ZnTe). The remainder of this report refers only to signals generated by the Pockels effect.
Key Issues Limiting Temporal Resolution
Temporal resolution is limited in part by the duration of the laser probe pulse, τ so that τ δ More complex resolution limits for EO detection (for which mitigation efforts can pose a greater challenge) are attributed to frequency-dependent, optical properties of materials. These include variation of Fresnel reflection and transmission at crystal surfaces, variation of electro-optic coefficients, phase matching requirements of bunch field and optical field mixing, dielectric resonance behaviour, and spectral dispersion in general.
Treating the bunch field-optical field mixing as sum and difference frequency generation in the crystal reduces phase matching in the collinear propagation case to :
The phase velocity of the bunch field, . One can envision in the mismatched case, a temporal slippage or 'smearing' of the bunch field relative to the probe field that results in the following estimated (for rectangular longitudinal pulse profiles) nonresonant phase mismatching contribution to the temporal resolution that is achievable with the EO methods:
For a ZnTe crystal thickness, L of 500 microns and a probe central wavelength of 800 nm, n is the static refractive index. A similar result can be given for bunch ω dependent extinction. Although the effects of a single dielectric resonance may be calculable, the resonance degrades phase matching in general, introducing ambiguity in the determination of amplitude and longitudinal profiles of the bunch field. This is because dispersive and absorptive effects are not temporally resolved but are integrated internally across the crystal prior to detection. The presence of multiple resonances further complicates these effects. In ZnTe for example, there is a strong transverse-opticalphonon resonance at 5.34 THz, a weaker transverse-acoustic-phonon resonance at 3.7 THz and another weaker longitudinal-acoustic-phonon resonance at 1. 
Types of Electro-optic Schemes

Spectral -Temporal Transcription
Spectral-temporal transcription is achieved in a synchronous chirped laser probe pulse that propagates coincidentally with the bunch field across the crystal as illustrated in the crossed-polarizer configuration of figure 2 6, 9 . Frequency chirp establishes a correlation between time and instantaneous frequency within the probe waveform. A suitably 'stretched' probe also facilitates overlap with the bunch field, given that there can be significant timing-jitter between the electron bunch and probe at the crystal site. As seen in figure 2 , an optical bias allows measurement of 'S' and 'P' polarization transmission whose energy balance is interrupted by the dynamic retardation. This effect is revealed in the integrated, transmitted spectra. The following contributions to temporal resolution have been estimated with the single electron bunch diagnostic application reported in Ref This result accounts for the generation of sidebands associated with bunch field modulation. Sidebands become increasingly important for ultrashort electron bunches; especially where they can spectrally exceed the extent of the incident probe spectrum. It can be more appropriate, in these cases, to address spectral dynamics in the EO signal and to consider diagnostics that can provide this kind of information (such as SPIDER or FROG as is discussed later in this report) 12, 13 . 
How to minimize
Direct -Temporal Transcription
Direct, ultrafast detection of the transmitted waveform exiting the crystal (as opposed to using time-integrated spectra) can be used to avoid troublesome issues associated with spectral-temporal transcription. It is referred to as direct-temporal transcription for which there are no contributions to temporal resolution from spect t δ and transform t δ . Because a spectral-temporal correlation is not used the probe pulse can remain chirped but only to the extent needed to achieve reliable pulse-to-pulse overlap with an electron bunch with timing-jitter considered.
2.5.2a Cross-Correlation Detection
Jamison et al developed the direct-transcription scheme using cross-correlation of the transmitted probe with a known ultrashort reference pulse 11 . In this work, a crossed-polarizer configuration was used to measure an EO intensity signal of duration 450 femtoseconds (i.e. bias, o φ = 0) 14 . The geom t δ contribution to temporal resolution was about 75 femtoseconds (methods to further reduce this have been mentioned above). In addition to the probe t δ contribution of 30 femtoseconds, cross-correlator detection introduces a typical contribution to temporal resolution due to the spatial resolution of imaged second harmonic light (SHG) that is used as the correlated signal, SHGcorrel t δ and this has been estimated to be near 50 femtoseconds. The dominant contribution to temporal resolution is still attributed to material resonance and related phase mismatching. For the ZnTe crystal of 500 micron thickness that was used, it was estimated that the spectral components of the bunch field below about 2.8 THz could be detected with minimal distortion suggesting a 360 femtosecond material limit to resolution 14 . For this thickness in ZnTe, the nonresonant phase mismatch component (i.e. based on index mismatch alone) is about 480 femtoseconds.
2.5.2b FROG Detection (FROGEO)
A more complete diagnostic for direct-temporal transcription is one that combines high temporal and spectral resolution of the signal waveform transmitted through the EO crystal. An example is the wellknown frequency-resolved optical-gating technique (FROG) 15 . The FROG technique is based on iterative analysis of a 2D FROG trace or spectrogram which fundamentally includes autocorrelation for any spectral component. Several versions of FROG have been developed by Trebino and his colleagues 16 . In the polarization-gated version (PG-FROG) optical gating is achieved via the Kerr effect in an amorphous material. The signal field (intensity) associated with the 2D trace scales cubically (to the sixth power) with the field of the incident waveform to be analyzed according to:
Consequently, PG-FROG is sensitive to temporal asymmetry in the field envelope of the waveform. This is essential for typical bunch fields that may have very different rise and fall times in addition to other bunch asymmetry. As seen in figure 3 , a FROG diagnostic can be naturally integrated into an electro-optic setup. This combined EO plus FROG configuration is referred to as 'FROGEO'. Some key advantages of FROGEO are now mentioned. The FROG diagnostic is robust (the PG version in particular). With the addition of polarizing optics, polarization extinction for EO ellipsometry is improved. Analysis of the 2D FROG trace uniquely determines the phase and field amplitude history for a single ultrashort EO waveform and therefore isolates effects of a single electron bunch field. Because bandwidth determination is intrinsic to FROG, lower probe pulse bandwidths, that are better behaved in transport to an EO site, can be used in FROGEO (as with the cross-correlation scheme, one only requires a chirped probe whose duration is adequate to incorporate pulse-to-pulse timing-jitter). If an ultrashort broadband probe were used (for example, in a case for which timing-jitter is negligible) FROGEO provides a pulse-to-pulse monitor of the dispersed probe duration that exits the EO crystal with temporal resolution of order 10 femtoseconds ( probe t δ is no longer a probe limit). So, 2D FROG traces can better deal with longitudinal probe 'shaping'. diagnosing ultrashort electron bunches. Mindful of ultrashort electron bunch fields, spectral dynamics reveal the time-dependent development of spectral sidebands on a narrower band probe waveform and are also sensitive to refractive index dynamics 12, 13 . This feature might also prove valuable for distinguishing bunch wakefields which can be of high amplitude but dynamically slower than the bunch field itself. This novel use of spectral dynamics clearly favours the use of incident probe pulses of minimal bandwidth in order to expose dynamics that are 'out-of-band'.
A disadvantage of FROGEO is the single pulse energy requirement. For example, with 2D trace detection by an n -bit camera and with inefficient third order diffraction from a reflective optical grating, the ir PG-FROG detector developed at SSRL's Gun Test Facility at SLAC requires single pulse energy that is estimated to be:
where the units are microjoules for min ε , nanometers for λ Δ , and femtoseconds for t Δ .
Although FROGEO may be best implemented in the linear small signal regime with an optical bias, o φ of zero, it has been established in Lab2 simulations that the 2D FROG trace uniquely reveals the effects of an ultrashort EO induced waveform superimposed on a longer probe pulse background 17 . It is important to note that, although an ultrafast diagnostic that is used to detect (with highest temporal resolution) the transmitted waveform for direct-temporal transcription cannot resolve the effects of resonance and phase mismatching (that accumulate during coincident propagation across the crystal), one can use multiple crystals of different thicknesses at a single EO site to evaluate the effect and significance of absorption and /or 'smearing' (time slippage) due to refractive index differences.
Spatial-Temporal Transcription
A spatial-temporal transcription can be established when the laser probe pulse is of nonnormal incidence 18 . Figure 4 illustrates the geometry at the crystal where the probe incident angle is φ with respect to the crystal surface. At the exit surface of the crystal (imaged with magnification, M) there exists a correlation between spatial extent across the probe transverse profile (along the dimension perpendicular to the plane of incidence) and the arrival time of the probe at the crystal. is similar to that shown in figure 2. The probe pulse spotsize, d can be as large as needed to set the desired scan time, within a given crystal size, (which must be large enough to incorporate timing-jitter between the probe and the electron bunch) and the probe duration, probe t δ which is the integration interval for each pixel in the image should be as short as possible. These probe attributes are essentially the opposite of those required in a spectral-temporal transcription scheme. Temporal resolution is limited by the probe duration, 
